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Leading: Jeff Whittaker 
Preaching: Jeff Whittaker  
Theme: Intercession B

The Mid-week Bible Study for  
Wednesday November 7th will be 

hosted by Janet Buckley…



November 2018 Sunday morning rosters…

Flowers: 4, 11 Dawn de Stigter, 18, 25  Louissa
Morning tea: Hugh & Gwenneth Macky
Communion preparation: Hugh & Gwenneth Macky
Door and Offering: June McMillan
Scripture reading & Communion: Janet Buckley
Offering counting: Dawn de Stigter and Anne Bartley
Lawns: Hak Jong Song

From Pastor Jeff 
Thursday, and there’s a lament on Neighbourly (a website seeking to enhance people’s 
experience of neighbourhood) about trick-and-treaters stealing a blue-tooth speaker 
from someone’s garden. The aggrieved victim of the crime commented that they had 
spent considerable time creating a Halloween display that would entertain those out 
and about trick-and-treating. Hmmmm: I wonder. When people dress up as all sorts of 
spooky or evil things, why are we surprised if they act in character. It’s well-known that 
the clothes, uniforms or costumes people wear affect the way they behave. Soldiers, 
for example, dress in a uniform way because military authorities want them to act in 
very ‘uniform’ and directed ways. This contains military violence within limits, 
boundaries that irregular militias often violate. So, my case is this. We shouldn’t be 
surprised at bad behaviour from (a minority) of those who dress as identifying with the 
dark side of life. (Of course, some of these young people will have been acting entirely 
in character, costume or no costume.) While I think there is a need for children to 
reflect on the reality of the darker side of life, Halloween trick-and-treating is not the 
way to do it. Instead, maybe we should have more conversations around communion 
because of the human evil that’s in back of the betrayal of Jesus, the abandonment of 
Jesus by his friends,, and the crucifixion of Jesus by powerful figures working in 
concert with dark cultural and spiritual powers. That said, I still think it a good thing for 
us to attempt to talk with people about the origins of Halloween, and use it as an 
opportunity to talk about Jesus and his defeating the realm of death and darkness at 
the cross.

                   Shalom, Jeff



THANKSGIVING 
2018

Epsom Baptist Church 
November 23, 6pm - 9pm 

We’re celebrating Thanksgiving 2018 with a sit-down 
meal: $40 per person. Funds raised will go to our Roof 
Replacement Project. There will be some entertainment, as 
well as an auction of various goods and services. Come 
and enjoy a night of fun and fellowship. Contact Pastor 
Jeff or Pastor Daniel for tickets. 

The cornucopia 
depicted is a 

symbol of God’s 
abundant 

blessings, and a 
reason for 
gratitude.


